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How to write my ACROSTIC POEM 

 

1.- Here you can find words that rhyme to help you with your poem   

https://www.rhymezone.com 

Rhymes   Lyrics and poems     [Near rhymes]     Synonyms / Related   Phrases      Example sentences   

Definitions     Homophones      Similar sound     Same consonants   

 

2.- These are some rhyming lines to help you talk about your likes and preferences. 

 1.   ---   really bugs me but 

       ---   , with that I agree. 

 2.  ---   drives me crazy while  

       ---   is something I fancy.  

 3.  ---   is a favourite, however  

        ---   well, I’m over it / well, I hated it. 

 4.  ---   is what I dislike and 

                ---   mostly what I like. 

 5.   ---  I enjoyed 

                ---   gets me annoyed. 

 6.   ---   annoys me, with 

                 ---  I must disagree. 

 7.   ---   I love but 

                 ---  I am tired of. 

 8.   ---  I can put up with but  / I can’t put up with and  

                 ---  I think is a myth. 

 9.   ---  I cannot stand,  

                 ---  , that I can understand. 

 10.  --- I don’t mind but  

                 ---  I decline. 

  

https://www.rhymezone.com/
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11.  ---  is something I fancy and  

                 --- is probably quite chancy. 

 12.   ---  I can bear and  

                  ---  is something I wear 

 13.   ---   I am quite keen on but 

                  ---   must never be done. 

 

3.- These are some rhyming lines to talk about possible jobs.  

1.   ---   I could be but 

       ---   is more like me. 

2.  A/an ---  I must become  

       ---   is more than enough. 

3.  As a/an  ---   I could work but 

        ---   is just the best. 

4.   As a/an  ---   I couldn’t work 

        ---   is one little quirk  (una rareza) 

5.   Imagine working as  a ---    

        ---    

6.   A/an  --- I will become   

        ---  than anyone.  

7.   A/an ---   I must be 

        ---  is me to a T.  

8.   A/an  ---   I could become 

        ---    (jump/hum/gum/mum) 

9.   being a /an ---   is the best job 

        ---  , I will never stop. 

10.   being a/an ---  must be amazing   

         ---   , isn’t that pleasing? 

11.   being a/an  ---  is what I would like 

         ---   riding a bike/ going on a hike. 
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4.- Adjectives are very useful to describe yourself, check the list of personality 

adjectives in alphabetical order.  

 

 1.-  You can use alliteration (repetition of a sound) to add musicality or force to your 

poem --  Sensitive, sociable, sane and sincere 

  

   2.- You can also use your rhyming adjectives in these structures: 

 Never … neither …   -- Never naughty neither nosy 

 Always … sometimes …  -- Always happy sometimes lucky 

 Often …  rarely …    -- Often adorable rarely unreliable 

Usually … hardly …  

 

5.- Possible endings: 

 

 That’s it, that’s me! 

 

 That’s me, can you see? 

 

 That’s me to a T! 

 

6.- Examples: 

 

 I, Samuel 

   

Sensitive, sociable, sane and sincere. 

  Admirer of Messi, 

  Must become an engineer 

  Unquestionable happy 

  Enjoy my school year and  

  Love deeply my peer. 

    

That’s it, that’s me. 
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I, Adrian 

 

 A lorry driver I must become 

Driving for eight hours is more than enough. 

  Revising for Maths really bugs me but 

  Inviting friends over, with that I agree. 

  Always stable and quite capable 

  Never fanatic neither lunatic. 

 

     That’s me, can you see?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 


